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revealed recently, the shadow brokers leak caused global uproar as the nsa was caught in the act of sharing tools with a nation that has long been suspected of having military cyber warfare programs. intelligence agencies are known for using strategic leaks to gain leverage or embarrass their
adversaries, so the nsa’s leak of large amounts of top secret data appears to be an attempt at using the leak to retaliate against the united states. getting caught is the least of its' issues. while the tools leak has very real impact on the national security of the united states, it is highly likely that the
real impact of this leak will be political and economic. a lack of transparency and any form of accountability, a lack of information-sharing and a lack of needed protection for all technology is what could be the real cause of harm in our world. protecting yourself from exposure to compromise by
random hackers does not occur overnight. it requires proactive measures. the first step toward a secure operation is awareness, and information is a powerful force. one company that has made it its’ mission to help you maintain security in the digital world is pcbracket.net . their secure,
virtualization-based protective data center solution provides the following security benefits: the data center can run the latest and greatest servers with zero exposure to the threat of compromise. by isolating and securely storing your business data, pcbracket.net helps to isolate your company and
your data. second, the technology is designed to be accessible by anyone in the industry that needs it. with a secure data center, hiring staff can be managed in a much more streamlined and effective manner. every business begins with a small team in a small space. these early stages are typically
the most vulnerable, as everyone is on their best behavior. a larger and more robust data center can be the foundation for a larger and more robust business. this means you have the advantage of a larger workforce, which is easy to expand upon.
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last year, dr. david maynor, a researcher with the cybersecurity firm palo alto networks, wrote about the discovery of a sophisticated family of android malware known as duqu. according to maynor, the malware is capable of stealing sensitive data, including credit card numbers and the pins to
access banking accounts. duqu also stole credentials for online accounts like google and linkedin. the malware is highly targeted, meaning that a user has to be logged into their account at the time of infection in order to gain access to the data. the malware also contains a kill switch that will

disconnect the device from the network if it detects any of its activities are being monitored by law enforcement. according to maynor, the hacker who had created the malware was using the name l0rd2k. l0rd2k hacked into the company owned by google and then created a fake google play app in
order to get access to the google play store. once inside, the hacker got access to a list of several hundred apps that had been downloaded by google play users. the hacker then uploaded a malicious app to the store and gave it a fake package name. once the fake app was downloaded, the hacker
could obtain the full range of information that a user would normally have access to, such as the email address associated with the account. in april 2018, a group of hackers called the tsar team targeted a cryptocurrency exchange in russia. the hackers stole about $70 million in bitcoin (btc) and
other cryptocurrencies using a technique called double-spending, where a hacker successfully creates a bitcoin transaction that contains the same amount of cryptocurrency twice.double-spending attacks cost the crypto community about $200 million per year, according to a post published by

cylance. the same attack was also used to steal millions of dollars in cryptocurrency in an incident that affected binancein september 2018. the same hacker group is suspected of targeting bithumbwith double-spending in the past. 5ec8ef588b
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